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This notwithstanding, the Potsdam Conference proved the possibility of extend- 
ing the inter-a'lly cooperation over the post-war period and created the foundation 
for liąuidating the menace of German aggression for the futurę.

WALENTY DASZKIEWICZ

SOVIET DIPLOMACY AND THE PROBLEM OF EUROPEAN SECURITY 
IN THE YEARS 1934—1935

The author offers a discussiion on the efforts of Soviet diplomacy to establish 
an all-European system of common security dn the years 1933—1935.

In view of the -prolonged negotiations on the eastern pact, the USSR govern- 
ment gave cansent to the suggestion of French diplomats to join the League of 
'Natioms before this pact were coneluded (up :to that tiime French and Sóviet 
diplomats took the view  that USSR will become member of the League after 
signing the eastern pact). Formal joining of the League of Nations by the Soviet 
Union took place in September of 1934.

The actuał situation (rejection of the project of the eastern pact by German 
and Polish governments; Barthou’s deathi and Laval, his succesisor’s, fadination to 
cooperate with Berlin and Romę) had confronted ,the Soviet diplomacy with an 
unusualily perplexing task of maintaining the concept of a regional agreement on 
mutual aid; and at the same tiime of finding mew forms for >a treaty which would 
make an allowance for the negative attitude of the German and Polish iglovern- 
ments and the resentment of the Baltic couintmes.

The first .step to accomplish these goals oansisted in resuming the talks between 
Moscow and Paris, which had been cut short after the death of Barthou. During 
the negotiations Soviet diplomats suggested to coraclude an eastern treaty without 
Germany and Poland, if necessary,. yet with an unąuestionable participation of 
France and Czeehoslovakia, or at least of France alone. Furthermore, the Soviet 
Union reicommended to sign a document forbidding to conclude with Germany 
any political treaties without a prior mutual consent, and imposing an obligation 
of informing one another on the political negotiations with Berlin. The document 
was signed on December 5, 1934. Its significance consisted in the emphasis put 
on the fact that no warrants of peace and security in Europę are more effieient 
than those comprehended in the eastern pact; and that this agreement does not 
bar the passibility of conaluding other treaties (apart from the eastern pact) 
between USSR and France if  — despite the diplomatic efforts of both countries — 
the idea of this pact fails to work out.

After signing th is agreement, Soviet diplomats offered severail suggestions 
aimed at maintaining the negative attitude of the French government towards 
German armaments. Soviet policy attempted to come to an agreement in these 
matteris with governments of eastern and south-ea.stern European countries. More- 
over, USSR opposed the British tendency to postpone to a further date the problem 
of settling the eastern pact. For this reason the USSR government urged Paris 
to take over negotiations with Germany on the eastern pact, leaving out London’s 
arbitration; it called for a continuation of the talks on the pact independentily 
from other łopics in European policy; finally it accentuated on each occasion that 
European security can only be ensured by con.cluding a regional pact on im-utual 
aid (Soviet diplomats had also suggested to agree upon a few more similar regional 
pacts covering the whole Europę).
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